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Positive Emotions Speed Recovery from the
Cardiovascular Sequelae of Negative Emotions
Barbara L. Fredrickson
University of Michigan, USA

Robert W. Levenson
University of California, Berkeley, USA

Two studies tested the hypothesis that certain pOSItl ve emotions speed
recovery from the cardiovascular sequelae of negative emotions. In Study
1, 60 subjects (Ss) viewed an initial fear-eliciting film, and were randomly
assigned to view a secondary film that elicited: (a) contentment; (b) amusement; (c) neutrality; or (d) sadness. Conlpared to Ss who viewed the neutral
and sad secondary films, those who viewed the positive films exhibited more
rapid returns to pre-film levels of cardiovascular activation. In Study 2, 72 Ss
viewed a film known to elicit sadness. Fifty Ss spontaneously smiled at least
once while viewing this film. Compared to Ss who did not smile, those who
smiled exhibited more rapid returns to pre-film levels of cardiovascular
activation. Wediscuss these findings in terms of emotion theory and possible health-promoting functions of positive emotions.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the currently burgeoning state of research on emotions, a review of
this literature reveals an overwhelming focus on negative emotions and a
relative neglect of positive emotions., Why is this?
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The Problem of Positive Emotions
Perhaps one reason empirical research on positive emotions has been slow
to accumulate is that, by and large, positive emotions have been a thorn for
most emotion theorists. Take, for instance, the frequent assertion that
emotions are-by definition-associated with specific action tendencies
(Frijda, 1986; Frijda, Kuipers, & Schure, 1989; Lazarus, 1991; Levenson, 1988, 1994; Tooby & Cosmides, 1990); anger calls to mind the urge
to attack, fear the urge to escape, disgust the urge to expel, and so on. Key
to this assertion is that specific action tendencies and organised physiological change go hand in hand-emotions not only prepare the mind to act
in specific ways, but they prepare the body as well. As Lazarus (1991, p.
285) put it, "an action tendency is what makes an emotion embodied". An
evolutionary note is often sounded among these theorists, with emotions
seen as promoting specific adaptive actions in life-threatening situations
that have been ancestrally recurrent.
Linking specific emotions with specific action tendencies seems easy
enough when working within the subset of negative emotions. Positive
emotions, however, pose theoretical stumbling blocks. Frijda's (1986)
descriptions of action tendencies, for instance, grow vague when emotions
are positive: He pairs contentment with inactivity, and joy with (p. 89),
"free activation", which he describes as an "aimless, unasked-for readiness to engage in whatever interaction presents itself". Likewise, Lazarus
(1991) concedes that the action tendency for happiness/joy is "hard to pin
down", and that for pride "is difficult to specify with confidence". And
although affection is linked with approach (Frijda, 1986) and relief with
ceasing to be vigilant (Lazarus, 1991), one question to ask is approach and
do what?-cease vigilance and do what? It appears that the specific action
tendencies named for positive emotions are not nearly as specific as those
named for negative emotions. At best they resemble generic orientations
toward action or inaction, rather than urges to do something quite specific,
like attack, flee, or spit. Moreover, in research on autonomic responding
associated with discrete emotions, except for situations where extreme
respiratory or somatic activity is involved (e.g. outright laughter or yawning), positive emotions seem to be characterised by a relative lack of
autonomic activation (e.g. Levenson, Carstensen, Friesen, & Ekman,
1991; Levenson, Ekman, & Friesen, 1990).
In short, action-oriented explanatory models, which have served the
negative emotions well, may not do as well for describing the functions
of positive emotions. Although we are not the first to note problems that
positive emotions pose for emotion theorists (e.g. Ekman, 1992; Lazarus,
1991), seldom has this acknowledgment spurred revision of, or qualifications to. ouroortedlv 1!eneral models of emotion.
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An "Undoing" Effect of Positive Emotions
The question remains: How might models of emotion better accommodate
the positive emotions? We propose that one major obstacle to understanding positive emotions is the predilection toward adopting a single general
purpose model of emotion. Why not, as Ekman (1994) has suggested, allow
different theories for distinct emotions (e.g. a theory of anger, a theory of
sadness)? Still another multiple-model landscape would allow one model to
describe a subset of distinct negative emotions (e.g. anger, fear, disgust,
sadness), and a separate model to describe a subset of distinct positive
emotions (e.g. contentment, amusement). Traditional action-oriented models, then, could be maintained as suitable descriptions for these negative
emotions, whereas alternative models could be developed for positive
emotions.
In building a more suitable model for this subset of positive emotions,
we suggest leaving behind the presumption that all emotions must necessarily yield specific action tendencies. In its place, we offer an alternative
prediction regarding the effects of these positive emotions on physiological
change and provide two empirical tests of its viability. This work expands
on the speculation offered by Levenson (1988, p. 25) in a discussion of
psychophysiological research on emotion:
... the evolutionary meaning of positive emotions such as happiness might
be to function as efficient "undoers" of states of ANS [autonomic nervous
system] arousal produced by certain negative emotions. To test this hypothesis a reasonable baseline condition for the investigation of ANS concomitants of happiness would be one that produces a prior state of fear, anger or
sadness.

Extrapolating from these ideas, we suggest that perhaps one function of
certain positive emotions may not be to spark specific action (as do many
negative emotions), but instead may be to loosen the hold that these
negative emotions gain on an individual's mind and body by dismantling, or undoing this psychological and physiological preparation for
specific action. In particular, it may be that the positive emotions of
contentment and amusement act in the service of homeostasis, restoring
quiescence; as such, a switch from a negative emotion to one of these
positive emotions may in effect rid individuals of the psychological and
physiological sequelae of action readiness, allowing them to pursue a wider
variety of actions or experiences. Although this "undoing" hypothesis
builds clear linkages between certain positive and negative emotions, the
tie is more one of complementarity than of isomorphism.
Physiologically, the undoing hypothesis does not propose that these
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extremely low levels of autonomic activation. Rather, it suggests that
certain positive emotions serve to restore autonomic activity to more mid
range levels.
It bears underscoring that this undoing hypothesis is intended to describe
one particular psychophysiological effect of certain positive emotions, and
does not claim that this is their sole function. Additionally, just as all
discrete negative emotions are not necessarily associated with high-action·
motor programmes (e.g. boredom and envy may be exceptions), we do not
hold that all discrete positive emotions should necessarily show the
undoing effect (e.g. pride may be an exception). Also, the undoing hypothesis is limited to those contexts in which certain positive emotions follow
certain negative emotions in close temporal sequence; it does not speak to
the effects these positive emotions may have when experienced by themselves. Moreover, our hypothesis and the experiments we describe here
focus on cardiovascular concomitants of emotions (which are tightly linked
to the metabolic demands produced by somatic action; Obrist, 1981) and
not on other physiological systems.

Overview of Empirical Strategy
The undoing hypothesis predicts that certain posItIve emotions speed
recovery from the cardiovascular sequelae of negative emotions. Representative of this class of positive emotions are contentment and amusement,
neither of which is associated with a high-activity action tendency. Our
strategy for testing this hypothesis is based on Levenson's (1988) suggestion of examining transitions between negative and positive emotions. In
Study 1, we begin from a starting state of fear, and in Study 2 we begin from
a starting state of sadness. In each study, we use emotionally evocative film
clips to generate these initial negative emotions. We then assess the effects
of positive emotions that are either experimentally induced (Study 1) or that
occur naturally (Study 2). Specifically, we examine the duration of cardiovascular reactivity as a function of the experience or expression of positive
emotions. In Study 1, after exposing subjects to a fear-inducing film, we
experimentally manipulate the presence of positive emotions by showing
subjects one of four different secondary films designed to elicit either (a)
contentment, (b) amusement, (c) neutrality, or (d) sadness [a negative
emotion that, like the two positive emotions, has no obvious association
with a high-activity action tendency (Lazarus, 1991; Levenson, 1992)]. In
Study 2, we make use of a naturally occurring temporal union of negative
and positive affect, examining whether people who spontaneously smiled
during a sad film exhibited faster recovery from the cardiovascular activati"n "rr~~i"np~ h\f th~t fllrn th~n th"C'P ",hA ~i~ nAt ('rnilp
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STUDY 1
Method
Participants

Sixty female undergraduate students enrolled in introductory psychology courses at the University of California, Berkeley served as voluntary
participants in this study: 37% of these participants identified themselves as
Asian, 30% as Hispanic, 250/0 as Caucasian, and 8% as Black, which
approximates the demographics of the student population at the university. Each received course credit in exchange for their participation.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions defined by the emotional content of the secondary film stimulus (i.e.
contentment, amusement, neutral, or sadness) that followed the initial feareliciting film stimulus.
Visual Materials

Selection. Five short film clips were used in this study (the initial feareliciting film and the four secondary films). Film selection was based in
part on prior work in Levenson's laboratory to compile a library of
emotion-eliciting films that have been found in group screenings to elicit
self-reports of relatively specific emotional states (e.g. Gross & Levenson,
1995). In these screening sessions, respondents viewed a film, and then
immediately rated it in terms of each of seven emotion terms (i.e. amusement, anger, contentment, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise) on 9-point Likert
scales (0 = none, 8 = most in my life; adapted from Ekman, Friesen, &
Ancoli, 1980). Figure 1 presents the emotional ratings for the five film clips
used in Study 1 (along with the one sadness-eliciting film clip used in
Study 2). These ratings were obtained from independent samples in group
vlewlngs.
Film Content and Emotions Elicited. The film clip used to induce the
initial negative emotion ["Ledge", drawn from the feature film Cat's Eye
(DeLaurentiis, Schumacher, Subotsk, & Teague, 1985)]; shows a man
inching along the ledge of a high-rise building, hugging the side of the
building; at one point he loses his grip, dangles high above traffic, and
struggles to keep from dropping. We chose this clip because it seems a face
valid elicitor of a (perhaps innate) fear of falling. Examination of Fig. 1a
reveals that this film primarily elicits self-reports of fear, with lesser reports
of other emotions.
Reports of emotion elicited by the four secondary films are displayed in .
Figs 1b-le: (b) "Waves" shows waves breaking on a beach and primarily
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FIG. 1. Mean self-reports of emotion from independent samples who viewed stimulus films used
in Studies 1 and 2: (la) displays self-reports of emotion in response to the Ledge film (n = 75), used
in Study 1; (lb-Ie) display self-reports of emotion in response to each of the secondary films used
in Study 1: The Puppy film (n = 50); the Waves film (n = 42); the Sticks film (n = 32); and the Cry
film (n = 32); (l f) displays self-reports of emotion in response to the Funeral film (n = 46), used in
Study 2. (AMUS, Amusement; CTEN, Contentment; ANGE, Anger; DISG, disgust; FEAR, Fear;
SADN, Sadness; SURP, Surprise.)
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elicits self-reports of contentment; (c) "Puppy" shows a snlall dog
playing with a flower and primarily elicits self-reports of amusement;
(d) "Sticks" shows an abstract dynamic display of coloured sticks piling
up and produces minimal report of any of the seven rated emotions
(modal reports were "0" across all emotion terms); and (e) "Cry"
depicts a young boy crying as he watches his father die and primarily
elicits self-reports of sadness [drawn from the feature film The Champ
(Lovell & Zeffirelli, 1979)].
The initial film, "Ledge", was 83 seconds long and was presented with
sound. For comparability between experimental conditions, all four secondary films were 100 seconds long and presented without sound.
Apparatus

Rating Dial. A pOSItive-negative affective measure, developed by
Levenson and Gottman (1983), was used to obtain continuous reports of
affect during the study. Participants manipulated a dial whose pointer
moved on a 180-degree scale divided into nine divisions ranging from
"very negative" to "neutral" to "very positive". These anchors were
selected so that respondents could rate the intensities of multiple affects
in real time. Specifically, participants were told that "negative and
positive can mean a lot of different things. In this context, we'd like
you to consider 'Positive' as referring to any positive emotions such as
amusement, contentment, happiness, or calmness, and 'Negative' as
referring to any negative emotions such as sadness, anger, disgust,
frustration, irritation, fear, or contempt". The dial was attached to a
potentiometer in a voltage dividing circuit that was monitored by the
same computer that monitored the physiological data. Participants were
instructed to adjust the dial position as often as necessary so that it
always reflected how positive or negative they felt. Validity data for
this rating dial procedure can be found in Gottman and Levenson, 1985
(see Fredrickson & Kahneman, 1993, for a similar real-time rating
procedure) .
Audiovisual. A remote-controlled high resolution colour video camera
placed behind darkened glass behind a bookshelf was used to record
participants' (unobtrusively) facial behaviour and upper body movement.
Cardiovascular. Continuous recordings were made using a 12-channel
Grass Model 7 polygraph connected to a Digital Electronics Corporation
LSI-1 1/73 microcomputer. The resolution of the computer system was one
millisecond for measures of time and one millivolt for measures of amplitllrla
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the experiment and provided second-by-second averages of four cardiovascular measures. (1) Heart period (HP), Beckman miniature electrodes
with Beckman electrolyte were placed in a bipolar configuration on opposite sides of the participant's chest. The interbeat interval was calculated as
the time in milliseconds between successive R waves in the electrocardiogram (ECG). (2) Pulse transmission time to the ear (PTE), a UFI photoplethysmograph was attached to the right ear. The interval was timed
between the R wave of the ECG and the upstroke of the pulse wave at
the ear. (3) Pulse transmission time to the finger (PTF), a UFI photoplethysmograph was attached to the distal phalange of the second finger of the
nondominant hand. The interval was timed between the R wave of the ECG
and the upstroke of the pulse wave at the finger. (4) Finger pulse amplitude
(FPA), the trough-to-peak amplitude of each finger pulse was measured to
assess the amount of blood in the tip of the finger.
This set of measures was selected to allow for continuous measurement,
to be as unobtrusive as possible, and to sample broadly from the cardiovascular system. Whereas heart period is under both sympathetic and
parasympathetic control, both finger pulse amplitude (an index of peripheral vasoconstriction), and pulse transmission times (indices of contractile
force of the heart along with distensibility of the blood vessels; Newlin &
Levenson, 1979) track processes mediated by the sympathetic nervous
system. Pulse transmission times have also been shown to correlate with
changes in blood pressure (Steptoe, Smylyan, & Gribbin, 1976).
Procedure

On arrival, participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a small
well-lit room. Participants were told that the study was about people's
emotional reactions to various film clips, that they would be videotaped,
that their bodily reactions would be monitored using physiological sensors,
and that they would use a rating dial to indicate how they felt during the
study. After participants signed a consent form, the experimenter attached
the physiological sensors.
After a five-minute adaptation period, the experimenter returned to
introduce the study in more detail. Participants were told that they would
be watching film clips that would depict either positive, negative, or neutral
events and that they should watch the video monitor at all times. They were
also instructed in the use of the rating dial. Specifically, they were told that
their task was to move the dial as often as necessary so it always reflected
how positive or negative they were feeling moment-by-moment during the
entire experimental session. Participants were given an opportunity to
practise manipulating the dial without looking down at their hand. During
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Following an additional three-minute adaptation period, participants
were instructed to "relax, and empty your mind of all thoughts, feelings
and memories". This commenced a two-minute resting baseline period, the
second minute of which was used as the pre-film rest period. Immediately
following this resting baseline phase, all participants viewed the feareliciting Ledge film. Depending on experimental condition, this was followed one second later by either: (a) the Waves film (contentment), (b) the
Puppy film (amusement), (c) the Sticks film (neutral), or (d) the Cry film
(sad). The second film was followed by a 150-second post-film period
during which the video monitor was blank.
At the end of the study, participants completed a number of questionnaire measures. Among these was an item asking them to describe how
"interested" they were in each of the films that they vie\ved. Participants
responded on a 9-point Likert scale ranging from 0 to 8.

Results
Overview of Analytic Strategy

We first confirmed that the initial fear film successfully induced negative
emotion by comparing subjective and cardiovascular data obtained during
the film to those obtained during the pre-film baseline. Next, we conducted
a manipulation check to confirm that the secondary films altered subjective
emotional experience as intended. We then used planned contrasts to test
the hypothesis that attention to positive emotional stimuli speeds recovery
from the cardiovascular activation generated by the initial negative emotion. Specifically, we compared the durations of cardiovascular reactivity
for participants who viewed each of the two positive secondary films to the
durations of cardiovascular reactivity for participants who viewed neutral
or negative secondary films. This resulted in four pairwise comparisons. To
correct for familywise Type I error, we used modified Bonferroni tests,
setting alpha to .0375 for each planned comparison (Keppel, 1991).
Measuring the Duration of Cardiovascular Reactivity

To quantify the duration of cardiovascular reactivity to the initial fear
film, we measured the time that it took for each participant's cardiovascular
indices to return to her own pre-film resting levels. Our aim was to create
an individualised, time-based index of cardiovascular recovery sensitive to
the temporal dynamics of the targeted cardiovascular variables. To do this,
for each participant, and for each measure of cardiovascular activity, we
first calculated a baseline confidence interval to represent pre-film baseline
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minus one standard deviation of that mean. Cardiovascular reactivity is
evidenced when cardiovascular levels escaped the baseline confidence
interval (in either direction) during emotion-elicitation. The duration of
cardiovascular reactivity is defined as the time elapsed after the offset of
the initial fear film until cardiovascular levels returned to within an
indi vidual's own baseline confidence interval and remained within this
confidence interval for at least five of six consecutive seconds. Calculating
duration as a return to (and remaining within) the baseline confidence
interval helped assure that biphasic responses and responses in the opposite direction of the initial emotional response were not misclassified as
recovery. In addition, this computational strategy allowed us to calculate
the duration of cardiovascular reactivity for all participants who exhibited
cardiovascular reactivity. regardless of the direction or magnitude of this
reactivity. For those few participants who did not return to within their
baseline confidence interval during the data collection period, duration
values were considered missing. 1
As in other studies using this time-based measure of the duration of
cardiovascular reactivity (Fredrickson et aI., submitted), duration measures
were largely uncorrelated with measures of the peak magnitude of reactivity (rs = .28, .00, - .01, and - .06 for HP, PTE, PTF, and FPA, respectively;
all n.s., except HP, for which P < .05), indicating that recovery time was
not a simple reflection of initial response magnitude.
Finally, to create an aggregate index to reflect the overall duration of
cardiovascular reactivity, for each participant,· we calculated the mean
duration score across those cardiovascular indices that exhibited significant change during the emotion-eliciting stimulus. (All nonmissing duration scores contributed to the aggregate index.)
Baseline Cardiovascular Activity

For each participant, we calculated mean levels (and standard deviations) for heart period (HP), pulse transmission times to the ear (PTE) and
to the finger (PTF) , and finger pulse amplitude (FPA) across the last 60
seconds of the resting baseline phase. The first two columns of Table 1
report the means across participants for these individualised baseline
means and standard deviations. Baseline levels did not differ across the
four experimental conditions (all F-values < 1, all n.s.).

1 For HP, no duration values were missing. For PTE, duration values for 4 of 60 participants (6.7%) were considered missing. For PTF. 2 of 60 (3.3%) were considered missing.

For FPA 4 of A() (A 701,,)
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TABLE 1
Mean Subjective and Cardiovascular Levels during Pre-film Baseline and Fear Film
across Participants (N = 60)
Fear Film (83sec)

Pre-film Baseline
Variable

RATE
HP
PTE
PTF
FPA

Mean

4.86
(0.85)
784.00
(107.87)
186.32
(18.21)
260.31
(21.43)
12.38
(5.87)

SD

Mean

Peak

Latency to
Peak (sec)

56.13
(25.80)
8.64
(4.08)
9.58
(5.20)
1.36
(0.73)

3.31 ***
(0.98)
804.44**
(118.81)
183.63**
(18.77)
260.60
(22.30)
11.56**
(5.95)

2.57***
( l.28)
927.83***
(150.82)
159.52***
(30.09)

54.40
(23.40)
38.13
(27.35)
34.37
(26.11)

8.37***
(4.76)

40.92
(29.39)

Note: RATE, rating dial; HP, heart period; PTE, pulse transmission time to the ear; PTF,
pulse transmission time to the finger; FPA, finger pulse amplitude. Standard deviations
(across subjects) are reported in parentheses. Results of paired t-tests (d! = 59) comparing
mean and maximum levels during fear film to pre-film baseline means are indicated with
asterisks.
* P < .05; ** P < .01; *** P < .001.

Subjective and Cardiovascular Responses to the
Fear Film

For each participant, we calculated mean rating dial reports and cardiovascular activity averaged across the entire 83 seconds of the initial fear
film. These mean values are presented in the third column of Table 1. We
conducted within-subject t-tests to examine whether these means represented significant changes from pre-~lm baseline (see Table 1). Next, for
those variables that showed reliable change (in either direction), we also
determined peak responses during the fear film. These peak values and the
mean latencies to achieve them (presented in the last columns of Table 1)
provide a sharper picture of the mean magnitude of participants' responses
to the fear film.
As Table 1 shows, participants. reported feeling significantly more
negative during the fear film than during the pre-film baseline period,
with rating dial reports dropping an average mean of 1.55 points, and an
average maximum of 2.29 points (on a 0-9 scale). Participants also
exhibited significant changes on three of the four cardiovascular indices
during the fear film: (a) heart rate decreased, as indicated by an average
mean increase in heart period of 20.44msec, and an average maximum
increase of 141 R1ms~r' (h) nllls~ tr;::tnsmlssl0n tlmp to thp p~r riprrp~~pri h"
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an average mean of 2.70msec and an average maximum of 26.80nlsec; and
(c) finger pulse amplitude decreased by an average mean of 0.82 millivolts
(m V), and an average maximum of 4.0 I mV. On average, participants
showed no reliable mean changes on pulse transmission time to the
finger. Further descriptive analyses confirmed that all participants exhibited cardiovascular reactivity (defined by escaping the baseline confidence
intervai) on heart period, pulse transmission time to the ear, and finger
pulse amplitude during the fear film, and that no responses differed across
the four experimental conditions (all F-values < 1.13, all n.s.).
Two of the cardiovascular changes evident during the fear film represent
a pattern indicative of sympathetic arousal: Decreased finger pulse amplitude (peripheral vasoconstriction), and decreased pulse transmission time
to the ear (increased contractility and/or decreased vascular distensibility;
Newlin & Levenson, 1979). The deceleration in heart rate may be consistent wjth an orienting response (Obrist, 1981) and may be the result of
watching films in general, or perhaps of \vatching suspenseful films in
particular.
In sum, the fear film produced significant reports of negative subjective
experience and signficant changes on three of the four cardiovascular
measures. These data, together with the pre-test data reported in Fig. la,
suggest that the Ledge film was effective in inducing a negative emotional
subjective state along with attendant cardiovascular activation.
Manipulation Check

We randomly assigned participants to view different secondary films in
order to manipulate experimentally the subjective emotional experience
introduced into the context of negative emotional arousal. To confirm that
this manipulation worked, we examined group differences in rating dial
reports averaged over the 100 sec,onds of the secondary films. Across all
participants, the mean rating dial position during the secondary film was
4.42 on the 0-9 scale (SD = 1.70). An omnibus ANOV A confirmed that the
four experimental groups differed on these subjective reports [F(3,56) =
23.54, P < .0001]. Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that group means for the two
positive films are in the positive range of the dial scale, whereas those for
the neutral and negative films fall in the negative range. One-sample z-tests
confirmed that mean ratings for each group differ significantly from the
midpoint of the rating dial scale (4.5, labelled "Neutral"), and planned
comparisons confirmed that the two positive films were rated as significantly more positive than both the negative and the neutral films (t-values,
with df = 56, ranged from 4.02 to 7.30, all Ps < .00 I), and that ratings for
the neutral and negative films differed significantly from each other [t(56)
-
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FIG. 2. Mean reports of negative affect during each of the secondary films shown in Study 1.
Groups are identified by the emotion featured in the second film viewed. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means.

Duration of Cardiovascular Reactivity

Having confirmed both that the initial fear film induced negative emotion reports with attendant cardiovascular activation, and that the secondary films altered emotion reports as expected, we next tested our hypothesis
that positive emotions would speed recovery from cardiovascular sequelae
of a negative emotion. To do this we looked at the time elapsed after the
offset of the fear film until the cardiovascular changes induced by that film
subsided. We calculated the duration .of cardiovascular reactivity for each
participant individually using the cardiovascular aggregate described previously. Across all participants, the mean time to achieve recovery from
cardiovascular reactivity was 33.59 seconds (SD = 27.29, N = 60).
Before conducting the specific planned comparisons that derive from our
hypothesis, we first conducted an omnibus one-way ANOV A to protect
against Type I error. This ANOV A yielded a significant main effect for
group [F(3,56) = 8.37, P < .001], with a relatively large effect size (omegasquared = .27; Keppel, 1991), indicating that the four experimental groups
differed in their times to achieve cardiovascular recovery.

Planned Comparisons.

Figure 3 illustrates the group differences in
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firmed our predictions about recovery times: 2 Participants who viewed the
contentment-inducing Waves film exhibited (I) faster returns to pre-film
levels of cardiovascular activity than those who viewed the neutral Sticks
film [t(26.8) = 2.29, P = .030]; and (2) faster recovery than those who
viewed the sad Cry film [t(26.0) = 3.78, P = .001]. Likewise, those who
viewed the amusing Puppy film exhibited (3) faster returns to pre-film
levels of cardiovascular activity than did those who viewed the neutral
film [t(27.9) = 2.28, P = .030], and (4) faster recovery than those who
viewed the sad film [t(22.3) = 3.83, P = .001].
As is typical with time-based data, the duration scores exhibited a
positive skew, with standard deviations increasing with increasing
means. To explore whether outliers accounted for the observed pattern of
results, we repeated the analyses of duration scores using nonparametric
tests on ranked data. The omnibus test and each planned pairwise comparison remained significant. We chose to present the analyses of raw duration
scores to preserve the meaning inherent in time-based units.
Are Positive Films More Interesting than Negative or
Neutral Films?

Given the indications that the Puppy and Waves films sped cardiovascular recovery, we considered the possibility that this might have resulted,
not from their positive affective qualities, but simply because they were
more interesting, and thus possibly more distracting, than the other secondary films. To explore this issue, we utilised the interest ratings participants provided at the end of the experiment. In terms of the 0-8 rating
scale, across all secondary films, interest ratings were relatively low (M =
2.15, SD = 2.00). Importantly, the four experimental groups did not differ
on these ratings [F(3,56) = 1.54, n.s.], arguing against this alternative
explanation of the findings. Mor~over, when we repeated the analyses
reported earlier using interest ratings as a covariate, an identical pattern
of results emerged.

Discussion
Data from Study 1 support the undoing hypothesis: Participants who
viewed positive secondary films exhibited faster recovery from their
cardiovascular arousal than those who viewed neutral or negative second-
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FIG. 3. Mean time to achieve cardiovascular recovery in Study 1. Groups are identified by the
emotion featured in the second film viewed. Error bars represent standard errors of the means.

ary films. Although these findings bolster our confidence in the undoing
effect of positive emotions, they also raise a number of intriguing issues.
Recovery vs. Replacement

We have interpreted our data as indicating that positive stimuli speed
recovery from negative emotional arousal. Another construal, however, is
that participants have not recovered, but rather the initial negative emotion
has been replaced by the subsequent positive emotion. The replacement
view implies that the secondary film quickly takes over the reigns of the
cardiovascular system, substituting its own pattern of activation for that
produced by the initial fear film. The recovery view, in contrast, suggests
that the initial film produces a pattern of activation that lingers on even
after the secondary film has begun and then diminishes gradually. The
distinction between these two interpretations is subtle, and not subject to
definitive resolution solely on the basis of the data reported here. Although
we prefer to interpret the data in terms of recovery rather than replacement,
we recognise the viability of the alternative interpretation.
An example might convey the complexities of settling this matter.
Recall that our definition of cardiovascular recovery required that activation on the indices of heart rate, pulse transmission time, and peripheral
vasoconstriction return to within a confidence interval surrounding the prefilm resting level, and remain within that interval for at least five of six
consecutive seconds. Using this analytical strategy, we found that those
r __
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lar activation akin to their resting levels within the first 20 seconds of
watching the positive film. At first consideration, this would clearly seem
to point to "recovery". If positive affect had "replaced" negative affect,
we would expect to see the pattern of cardiovascular activation associated
with positive affect to appear. If, however, the pattern of cardiovascular
activation associated with positive affect is indistinguishable from resting
levels, as is suggested by previous work on autonomic patterning in
emotion (e.g. Levenson et aI., 1990, 1991), then recovery and replacement
would result in the same final cardiovascular state, thus rendering the
distinction between the two explanations moot. It should be noted, however, that recovery and replacement are not mutually exclusive, and that
some middle ground between the two models might best characterise the
phenomenon. For instance, the transition moments between films might
reflect a composite of both negative and positive physiological states.

Do Positive Emotions facilitate Recovery More
Efficiently than "Nothing''?

In designing this study, we felt that the ideal control condition for
evaluating the effects of positive emotions was to have participants
engaged in a task that was perceptually comparable, with equivalent
interest value, and yet bereft of emotion. Providing this isomorphism of
perceptual demand seemed particularly important given the sensitivity of
the autonomic nervous system to perceptual and attentional processes. The
condition in the present study in which participants watched the affectively
neutral Sticks film represented our best approximation to this ideal control
condition.
We considered at great length, and experimented with having a condition in which participants watched the initial fear-inducing film and then
simply did "nothing" (e.g. watched a blank screen). In theory, such a
condition might reveal the "natural" course of recovery. Yet, fortunately
or unfortunately, people rarely (if ever) do nothing, perhaps especially
when they are experiencing an emotion. Careful debriefing revealed that,
absent a secondary film, pilot participants engaged in a number of different
activities, many of which were explicitly designed to reduce the negative
emotion produced by the film that just ended. For example, some participants tried to get their minds off the film, others continued to think about
the film and their emotional reactions to it, and still others spontaneously
created an analogue of our positive affect conditions, smiling or even
laughing. Self-chosen coping strategies such as these have been shown to
have profound influences on the duration of emotional experience (e.g.
,.....
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Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991; Nolen-Hoeksema, Morrow, & Fredrickson, 1993).
For each of these reasons, we see the neutral film as providing the most
appropriate experimental control condition. The question of whether positive emotions facilitate recovery more efficiently than "nothing" may be
unanswerable. Even so, we should be able to learn more about whether
variation in the ways people respond to negative emotion can alter the
duration of the cardiovascular after-effects of negative emotions. Study 2
in this series moves in this direction.
Generality of Findings

Our second study was also motivated by a number of methodological
features of this first experiment that limit the generality of the findings.
First, Study 1 tested recovery from only one type of negative emotion.
Second, the sample in Study 1, although ethnically diverse, was limited to
college-aged women, and by consequence, generalisation of these findings
to males and to different age groups has not yet been established. And
third, Study 1 tests the restorative capacities of positive emotions using
only films to elicit emotions. We chose films in effort to standardise, as
much as possible, the modality and duration of the emotion-eliciting
stimulus. We would want to know whether similar results could be found
with positive emotions elicited in other ways.

STUDY 2
People use mUltiple strategies of varying effectiveness to regulate their
own moods and emotions (Nolen-Hoeksema et ai., 1993; Stone, KennedyMoore, & Neale, 1995; Thayer, Newman, & McClain, 1994). Evidence that
positive emotions speed recovery from the cardiovascular sequelae of
negative emotions suggests that intermixing positive and negative emotions might be a particularly effective strategy for reducing the impact of
negative emotions.
For instance, it is not unusual to see people smile during or following
negative emotional experiences (Ekman, 1989). Such smiles have often
been interpreted as social signals, ways that people regulate emotions
interpersonally. Yet, these smiles might also offer people a means to
modulate their own inner experiences of emotions. As William James
put it over a century ago (1884/1983, p. 178, emphasis in original): "If
we wish to conquer undesirable emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must
assiduously, and in the first instant cold-bloodedly, go through the outward
motions of those contrary dispositions we prefer to cultivate."
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Recent empirical evidence has demonstrated that facial expressions of
emotion-and smiles in particular-<io, in fact, alter inner physiological
states: Using a procedure called the directed facial action task, Ekman and
Davidson (1993; Ekman, Davidson, & Friesen, 1990) instructed individuals
to contract certain facial muscles to produce smiles both with and without
Duchenne's marker of enjoyment (muscle contraction around the eyes) and
observed that each elicited a distinct pattern of regional brain activity.
Previous work has also demonstrated the capacity of directed facial actions
to produce emotion-specific autonomic nervous system activity and, under
certain conditions and with certain populations, subjective emotional
experience (Ekman, Levenson, & Friesen, 1983; Levenson et aI., 1990,
1991; Levenson, Ekman, Heider, & Friesen, 1992).
The aim of Study 2 was to provide a conceptual replication and extension of Study 1, this time using a more naturalistic union between negative
and positive affects. We tested the hypothesis that people who, for whatever reasons, spontaneously smiled while viewing a sad film would recover
more rapidly from the cardiovascular activation induced by that film than
those who did not snlile.
One thing to wonder is whether we can presume that when a person
smiles, especially in a negative emotional context, that that person is
experiencing a positive emotion. We think that this is an unnecessary
presumption. Given the known connections between facial action and
autonomic nervous system activation, it seemed reasonable to predict
that facial configurations indicative of positive emotions, namely, smiles,
might have the ability to speed recovery from the cardiovascular sequelae
of a negative emotion, with or without accompanying changes in subjective
expenence.

Method
Participants

Seventy-two individuals between the ages of 20 and 35 (50% female)
were recruited by a San Francisco-based survey research firm to serve as
participants in this study. Although not ethnically diverse (all participants
were Caucasian), this sample was constructed to represent the socioeconomic distribution of the San Francisco Bay area. Participants were paid
$25 for participating in a one-hour study.
Visual Materials

A short film clip known to elicit sadness was used in this study.
Emotional ratings for the clip, obtained using the saIne group-screening
1

4.
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["Funeral", drawn from the feature film Steel Magnolias (Stark, Stone,
White, & Ross, 1989)], shows a woman at her adult daughter's funeral,
surrounded by a group of her women friends. She describes what it was like
for her to be with her daughter as she died, and then begins to cry in
outrage that her daughter's life has ended (the subsequent humorous scenes
were omitted). Examination of Fig. 1f reveals that this film primarily elicits
self-reports of sadness, with lesser report of other emotions. The film clip is
205 seconds long and was presented with sound.
Apparatus

The rating dial, audiovisual, and cardiovascular measures were the same
as in Study 1.
Procedure

The procedure for Study 2 was virtually identical to that used in Study 1.
The single difference was that, after the pre-film rest period, all participants
viewed only one film stimulus, the sad Funeral film. This film was followed
by a I80-second post-film period during which the video monitor was
blank. The entire session was videotaped.

Results
Overview of Analytic Strategy

As in Study 1, we first confirmed that the sad film successfully induced
negative emotion by comparing subjective and cardiovascular data
obtained during the film to those obtained prior to the film. From the
video records, we coded the occurrence of smiles. Next, we tested the
hypothesis that spontaneous smiling speeds recovery from the cardiovascular after-effects of negative emotion: Using the same strategies for
quantifying the duration of cardiovascular reactivity as used in Study 1,
we compared the durations of cardiovascular responding for participants
who smiled to those for participants who did not smile.
Baseline Cardiovascular Activity

For each participant, we calculated mean levels (and standard deviations)
for heart period (HP), pulse transmission times to the ear (PTE) and to the
finger (PTF), and finger pulse amplitude (FPA) across the last 60 seconds of
the resting baseline phase. The first two columns of Table 2 report the means
across participants for these individualised baseline means and standard
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TABLE 2
Mean Subjective and Cardiovascular Levels during Pre-film Baseline and Sad Film
across Participants (N = 72)
Pre-film Baseline
Variable

RATE
HP
PTE
PTF
FPA

Mean

5.13
(0.79)
826.89
(115.50)
186.84
(20.14)
260.93
(18.67)
13.92
(5.14)

Sad Film (205sec)

SD

Mean

50.82
(22.47)
7.56
(4.78)
9.50
(3.27)
1.72
(0.89)

4.56***
( 1.12)
823.87
(107.54)
189.04**
(19.03)
266.52***
(17.45)
11.70***
(5.29)

Peak

Latency to
Peak (sec)

3.26***
(1.26)

120.40
(78.32)

215.70***
(33.98)
303.31 ***
(25.91)
6.91 ***
(4.58)

106.35
(63.35)
98.40
(72.32)
113.89
(69.14)

Note: RATE, rating dial; HP, heart period; PTE, pulse transmission time to the ear; PTF,
pulse transmission time to the finger; FP A, finger pulse amplitude. Standard deviations
(across subjects) are reported in parentheses. Results of paired t-tests (d! = 71) comparing
mean and maximum levels during sad film to pre-film baseline means are indicated with
asterisks.
**p < .01; *** P < .001.

deviations. (Comparison across Tables 1 and 2 suggests that baseline values
were generally comparable across the two studies.)
Subjective and Cardiovascular Responses to the
Sad Film

For each participant, we calculated mean rating dial reports and cardiovascular activity averaged across the entire 205 seconds of the sad film.
These mean values are presented in the third column of Table 2. We
conducted within-subject (-tests to examine whether these means represented significant changes from baseline levels (see Table 2). Next, for
those variables that showed significant change, we also determined peak
responses during the sad film. These peak values, presented in the fourth
column of Table 2, provide a sharper picture of the mean magnitude of
participants' responses to the sad film.
As Table 2 shows, participants reported feeling reliably more negative
during the sad film than during the pre-film baseline period, with rating dial
reports dropping an average mean of 0.57 points, and an average maximum
of 1.87 points. Participants also exhibited significant changes on three of
the four cardiovascular indices during the sad film: (1) pulse transmission
time to the ear increased by an average mean of 2.20msec, and an average
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maximum of 28.86msec; (2) pulse transmission time to the finger also
increased by an average mean of 5.56msec, and an average maximum of
42.38msec; and (3) finger pulse amplitude dropped by an average mean of
2.22mV, and an average maximum of 7.01mV. On average, participants
showed no reliable mean changes in heart period. Further descriptive
analyses confirmed that all participants exhibited cardiovascular reactivity
on pulse transmission times to the ear and finger and on finger pulse
amplitude, and that no sex differences were evident in either emotion
ratings or cardiovascular responses during the sad film.
The pattern of cardiovascular change produced by the sad film reveals a
rather complex response, with evidence of increased sympathetic nervous
system arousal (decreased finger pulse amplitude) alongside evidence of
decreased sympathetic arousal (lengthened pulse transmission suggesting
decreased cardiac contractility and/or increased vascular distensibility).
Comparison across Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the pattern of cardiovascular
change from baseline produced by the sad film is notably different from the
pattern of change from baseline produced by the fear film in Study 1. 3

3 Mean change from baseline for HP was +20.44 (SO = 51040) in Study 1, and -3.02 (SO
= 33.25) in Study 2 [t(130) = 3.16, P < .01]. Mean change from baseline for PTE was -2.70
(SO = 7.34) in Study 1, and +2.20 (SO = 6.63) in Study 2 [t(130) = 4.02, P < .001]. Mean

change from baseline for PTF was +0.29 (SO = 12.65) in Study 1, and +5.59 (SO = 11.84) in
Study 2 [t(130) = 2048, P < .05]. Finally, mean change from baseline for FPA was -0.82 (SO
= 2.38) in Study 1, and -2.22 (SO = 3.54) in Study 2 [t(130) = 2.60, P < .01]. Although these
different patterns of cardiovascular change evident during the fear-eliciting and sadnesseliciting films could be taken as evidence for emotion-specific ANS activity, it should be
noted that the data reported here are not directly comparable to those previously reported
from Levenson's laboratory (e.g. Ekman et al., 1983; Levenson, 1992; Levenson et al.,
1990). In particular, these earlier studies of autonomic differences among emotions found
heart rate acceleration both for fear and sadne,ss. However, these earlier studies did not use
film clips to elicit emotions, but instead used directed facial actions and relived emotions.
Moreover, targeted emotion episodes in this earlier work were only a few seconds long. In
contrast, emotions elicited while viewing film clips unfold over a considerably longer time
period. Importantly, in both the directed facial action and relived emotions tasks used in the
earlier studies, the initiation of emotion came from processes within the subject (voluntarily
11]0ving facial muscles, reliving emotional memories). In contrast, films represent an emotional stimulus that originates outside of the subject. Viewing films involves the kinds of
attention and intake of external information that reliably occasion heart rate decelerations
characteristic of orienting and attentional responses. These decelerations may obscure heart
rate accelerative effects found previously. Clearly, additional studies are needed to test these
ideas; the two studies reported here were not designed or undertaken to test the autonomic
specificity hypothesis. What is needed are studies in which film clips that elicit a full range of
emotions are shown to research participants in a within-subject design. This would make it
possible to remove the orienting and attentional cardiovascular effects common to all film
viewing, thus allowing examination of whether previously found autonomic differences
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In sum, the sad film produced reports of negative subjective experience
and changes on three of the four cardiovascular measures. These data,
together with the pretest data reported in Fig. 1f, suggest that the Funeral
film was effective in inducing negative emotion and attendant cardiovascular activation.
Measuring Voluntary Smiles

To classify participants as "smilers" or "nonsmilers", two trained
coders (both female) examined the videotape recordings made of each
participant. Reliability was established by having the two coders independently score the videotapes for 25 randomly selected participants. Coders
tallied the number of times during the sad film that a participant's lip
corners turned up. Not surprisingly, participants differed widely in smile
frequency, ranging from 0 to 19 smiles (mean 3.2, mode = 0). Fifty
participants (460/0 female) smiled at least once, whereas 22 (59% female)
never smiled. Inter-coder agreement on the dichotomous classification of
participants as smilers or nonsmilers was 100%.
Descriptive analyses suggested that smilers and nonsmilers did not
differ in their rating dial reports or cardiovascular activity during the
pre-film baseline (t-values, with df = 70, ranged from 0.15 to 1.61, all
n.s.). Nor did smilers and nonsmilers differ in their mean or maximum
subjective and cardiovascular responses to the sad film (t-values, with df =
70, ranged from 0.37 to 1.28, all n.s.). The single exception was that
smilers, on average, showed a larger maximum drop in finger pulse
amplitude compared to nonsmilers [7.81 vs. 5.18mV, respectively, t(70)
= 2.59, P = .012]. Thus, on the whole, during the sad film, those who
smiled did not differ substantially from those who did not smile on these
aspects of emotional responding.
Duration of Cardiovascular Reactivity

To test our hypothesis that spontaneous smiling would speed recovery
from the cardiovascular after-effects of negative emotion, we looked at the
time elapsed until the cardiovascular changes induced by the initial sad film
subsided. Duration of cardiovascular reactivity was calculated for each
participant individually using the methods described in Study 1. Across
all participants, the mean time to achieve recovery from cardiovascular
arousal was 42.19 seconds (SD = 37.57, N = 72).
To determine whether smilers and nonsmilers differed in the duration of
cardiovascular reactivity, we conducted an omnibus ANOV A, using both
srnile group and sex of participant as between-subjects variables. This
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.028] of medium effect size (omega-squared = .05; Keppel, 1991) as well
as for sex of participant [F(l, 68) = 4.86, P = .031, omega-squared = .05].
Figure 4 portrays the differences between smilers and nonsmilers in duration of cardiovascular response. Smilers recovered about 20 seconds faster
than nonsmilers (35.9 vs. 56.4sec, respectively); and men recovered about
20 seconds faster than women (31.8 vs. 52.6sec, respectively). The interaction between smile group and sex of participant was not significant
[F( 1,68) < 1, n.s.], indicating that smiling predicted faster recovery
equally well for women and men. Again, as for Study 1, to explore
whether outliers might have accounted for this pattern of results, we
repeated the analysis of duration scores with nonparametric tests on
ranked data. The effects for smile groups and sex remained significant.
In sum, although smilers and nonsmilers were virtually indistinguishable
in their reports of negative affect and cardiovascular activation during the
sad film, once the sad film ended, those who had smiled reliably returned
their own baseline levels of cardiovascular activation faster than those who
had never smiled.

Discussion
Smiling during a sad film was associated with faster recovery from the
cardiovascular changes occasioned by that sad film. Perhaps, then (to
paraphrase William James), putting on a happy face can alleviate unhappiness, at least at the cardiovascular level. It is important to note, however,
that the data reported here cannot tell us whether smiling per se was the
critical ingredient that sped cardiovascular recovery. Our empirical strategy was to track naturally occurring facial actions to classify participants
into one of two groups: smilers or nonsmilers. Other person variables could
certainly covary with the tendency to smile in this type of context. For
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FIG. 4. Mean time to achieve cardiovascular recovery in Study 2. Error bars represent standard
errors of the means.
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instance, high scores on measures of trait optimism, or trait cheerfulness, or
low scores on measures of depression or trait hostility might predict the
likelihood of smiling in this context. Further, smiling may be epiphenomenal, a marker of the process that is actually responsible for the restoration of emotional equilibrium (e.g. reappraisal of the sad event). Future
experimental tests are needed to confirm whether the facial actions inherent
in smiling per se promote speedier cardiovascular recovery.
Although not the intended focus of Study 2, the unanticipated finding
that the duration of cardiovascular arousal was longer for women than for
men warrants some discussion. First, it should be noted that the Funeral
clip is unquestionably women-centred, and by consequence may have
sparked more film-related thinking in female participants. Relatedly, considering that the emotion elicited was sadness, it is conceivable that the
divergent recovery times reflect women being more likely than men to
ruminate about the causes and consequences of their own sad moods (e.g.
Nolen-Hoeksema et aI., 1993). This ruminative style has been shown to
prolong both naturally occurring and laboratory-induced sad moods (Morrow & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1990; Nolen-Hoeksema et aI., 1993). Men, in
contrast, have generally been found to withdraw more quickly than women
from situations that produce negative emotion (e.g. Gottman & Levenson,
1988), possibly reflecting men's greater sensitivity to physiological activation (e.g. Katkin, Blascovich, & Goldband, 1981; Pennebaker & Roberts,
1992; Roberts & Pennebaker, 1995) and their greater likelihood to report
feeling emotionally negative when physiologically aroused (Levenson,
Carstensen, & Gottman, 1994). Considering that affective disorders are
more prevalent in women than in men, issues of sex differences In
responses to negative emotion deserve further empirical attention.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The research reported here was designed to provide initial tests of an
alternative view of the effects that positive emotions might have on
physiological systems. Basic to this view is an effort to examine the
effects of positive emotions within the context of negative emotional
arousal. Whereas certain negative emotions, through their association
with specific action tendencies, reliably spark cardiovascular activation,
certain positive emotions may function to quell this cardiovascular activation. The two studies represent two quite different contextual unions of
negative and positive emotions and each has provided evidence consistent
with the hypothesised undoing function of positive emotions.
Differences between Studies 1 and 2 add to the strength and generality
of the empirical support. One key difference was that in Study 1 we tested
recovery from fear, whereas in Study 2 we tested recovery from sadness.
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Not only are these two negative emotions experienced as qualitatively
different (see Fig. 1) but they are also accompanied by somewhat different
patterns of cardiovascular activation (cf. Tables 1 and 2; see Footnote 3).
Nonetheless, in both emotional contexts, participants who experienced or
expressed positive affect showed quickest recovery from whatever pattern
of cardiovascular activation they had exhibited. Another key difference
between the two studies is that Study 1 manipulated positive emotion
experimentally, enabling inferences of causality, whereas Study 2 used
an index of spontaneously occurring positive emotions, offering greater
ecological validity. Further, in Study 1, we used carefully selected films to
focus on two particular positive emotions, contentment and amusement,
whereas in Study 2, we focused on the smile, which can mark any of a
number of positive emotions. Finally, Study 2 revealed consistency in the
undoing effect for both men and women. These and other variations across
the two studies, demonstrate that the undoing effect of positive emotions
shows SOine replicability across different emotional contexts and in different samples.

Implications for Emotion Theories
As noted in the Introduction to this article, emotion theories have generally
had difficulty incorporating positive emotions within their general actionoriented models of the functions of emotions. The undoing hypothesis may
point to a more fitting way to understand the adaptive value of positive
emotions. If negative emotions promote the activation of a limited number
of well-rehearsed, time-tested, adaptive actions along with their attendant
physiological support, certain positive emotions can be seen as assuming a
complementary role, efficiently restoring equilibrium to the organism both
in terms of returning physiological activation to prior levels, and restoring
psychological openness to a wide range of action possibilities.
This undoing effect of positive emotions connects to several lines of
thinking about positive affect, albeit in indirect ways. The prediction that
positive emotions speed internal homeostatic processes links to Cabanac's
research on the physiological role of sensory pleasure (1971, 1979), as well
as to Solomon's opponent-process theory of affect (1980). Cabanac (1971,
1979) proposed that any external stimulus that corrects an "internal
trouble" is experienced as pleasurable; a cool bath, for instance, is quite
pleasant to someone who is hyperthermic, but quite unpleasant to someone
who is hypothermic. Relatedly, Solomon's (1980) opponent-process theory
of motivation envisions a reflexive relation between emotional states, with
every valanced affective state automatically evoking an affective state of
opposite valence that serves to return the organism to a state of affective
and biological neutrality (Solomon, 1980~ Solomon & Corhit, 1974).
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Moreover, studies in behavioural medicine document the effectiveness of
relaxation therapies for treating cardiovascular disorders (Blumenthal,
1985). Relaxation techniques vary greatly; although not typically discussed in terms of positive emotion, some techniques explicitly direct
people to conjure up positive images (e.g. sunbathing at the beach),
perhaps thereby capitalising on the undoing effects of contentment.
Finally, at the level of behaviour, the idea that positive emotions can
expand an individual's options for action connects to Isen' s research on
creativity. Isen and colleagues have suggested that "positive affect ...
facilitate(s) unusual responding rather than typical responding" (Is en,
Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987, p. 1129), a finding that they use to relate
positive affect to creative problem solving.

Implications for Health
We opened this paper by noting that research on negative emotions has far
outpaced research on positive emotions. Although this may in part reflect
the important role that negative events play in grabbing people's attention
(Pratto & John, 1991) and mobilising them for action (Taylor, 1991), it
may also reflect our growing understanding of the ways that negative
emotions can adversely affect physical and psychological health.
One particularly active arena of empirical work concerns the role that
cardiovascular reactivity, occasioned by the negative emotional states of
hostility, anger, and anxiety, plays in the aetiology of cardiovascular
diseases such as coronary heart disease and essential hypertension (for
reviews see Anderson, 1989; Blascovich & Katkin, 1993; Krantz & Manuck, 1984; Williams, 1991). Although precise mechanisms are only beginning to be pinpointed in humans, compelling research with nonhuman
primates suggests that recurrent chronic activation of the sympathetic
nervous system speeds atherosclerosis and impairs vascular responsiveness, thereby contributing to the development of cardiovascular disease
(Kaplan, Manuck, Williams, & Strawn, 1993; see also Spense, Barnett,
Manuck, & Jennings, 1996, for recent evidence with humans). Negative
emotions are further implicated by striking parallels between group and
individual differences in risk for cardiovascular disease and group and
individual differences in cardiovascular reactivity to negative emotional
stressors. Specifically, men (Matthews & Stoney, 1988), African-Americans (Anderson, McNeilly, & Myers, 1993), and individuals identified as
hostile (Suarez & Williams, 1989). all have higher incidence of cardiovascular disease and all exhibit greater cardiovascular reactivity to laboratory
stressors. Taken together, these findings provide the basis for asserting that
negative emotions may have health-damaging consequences.
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And what of positive emotions and health? It is important to note that
data linking negative emotions and illness do not necessarily establish that
positive emotions are associated with health. Nonetheless, the notion that
positive emotions may be good for health dates back at least to biblical
times-Proverbs 17: 22 advises that "a cheerful heart is a good medicine".
More recently, Norman Cousins' (1979) chronicle of his battle with a
serious collagen illness using humour and laughter kindled popular interest in this idea. Perhaps uncovering empirical footing for Cousins' claim,
an intriguing line of studies shows within-subject correlations between
positive mood and secretory immune system functioning (Stone, Cox,
Valdimarsdottir, & landorf, 1987; Stone, Neale, Cox, & Napoli, 1994).
Nonetheless, empirical support for the health-promoting effects of positive
emotions has been slow to accumulate. The mere possibility that individuals might increase control over their own physical health by cultivating
experiences of positive emotion establishes a clear need for additional
research to document the relationship between positive emotions and
health and to explore possible mediating links.
Given the nature of the two studies reported here and the fact that no
health indices were assessed, we can make no direct claims about the
correlation between positive emotions and health outconles. However, if
such a relationship were to be established, the undoing effect of positive
emotions would provide one possible mechanism by which it could be
mediated. For instance, inherent in most models that have linked the
cardiovascular reactivity associated with negative emotions to the development of cardiovascular diseases such as essential hypertension and
coronary heart disease is the notion that sustained and chronic cardiovascular activation has a pathophysiological effect on the cardiovascular
system. The finding that positive emotions shorten the duration of cardiovascular arousal produced by negative emotions suggests a potential for
lessening the exposure of the cardiovascular system to these damaging
effects. It also seems likely that any harmful effects of sustained cardiovascular activation associated with negative emotion will be cumulative,
building up in small increments over time until some threshold is passed
and the functioning of the cardiovascular system is compromised. It may be
that positive emotions function to provide a momentary interruption in
these purported pathophysiological processes, slowing the incremental
progression toward disease, and thus functioning in the service of health.
Manuscript received 18 March 1996
Revised manuscript received 18 April 1997
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